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ABSTRACT
Regenerative pumps are the subject of increased interest in industry as these pumps are
low cost, low speciic speed, compact and able to deliver high heads with stable performance
characteristics. The complex low-ield within the pump represents a considerable challenge to
detailed mathematical modelling as there is signiicant low separation in the impeller blading.
This paper presents the use of a commercial CFD code to simulate the low within the
regenerative pump and compare the CFD results with new experimental data. The CFD
results demonstrate that it is possible to represent the helical lowield for the pump which
has only been witnessed in experimental low visualisation until now. The CFD performance
results also demonstrate reasonable agreement with the experimental tests. The CFD models
are currently being used to optimise key geometric features to increase pump eficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Pumps are the single largest user of electricity in industry in the European Union and energy
savings of 3% would result in a 1.1TWH p.a. reduction in consumption or a saving of 0.54
Mton of CO2 production as outlined at the “IMechE Fluid Machinery Symposium” (2007). As
industry attempts to make energy savings and reduce environmental impact, this paper considers
a computational and experimental analysis of a regenerative pump to simulate the lowield and
match pump performance. There is limited published data and insuficient design guiding criteria
to allow more intuitive industrial selection of this pump type, particularly to meet more stringent
European pump selection criteria deined in “EU Directive 2005/32/EC “(2005).The hydraulic
eficiency of regenerative pumps is low, usually less than 50%, and existing numerical models are
limited in matching the low characteristics across a running range. The complex low-ield within
the pump represents a signiicant challenge to detailed analytical modelling as there is considerable
low separation in the impeller blading as described by Badami (1997), Engeda (2003), Raheal et
al. (2005) and Song et al. (2003). To date, the most fruitful research work has come from test data
on speciic units, Wilson et al. (1955), and corresponding low visualisation studies conducted by
Engels (1940), Bartels (1947), Lazo et al. (1953) and Lutz (1953).
This paper presents the use of a commercially available solver; FLUENT version 6.3.26, in
conjunction with new experimental testing to resolve the lowield. The University of Strathclyde
departmental experience in parallel-architecture computation was used to run the CFD model of the
regenerative pump with a High Performance Computer facility. The HPC system consists of 100
Opteron processors accessing a total available memory of 236 GB RAM.
The main characteristic of such pumps is the ability to generate high discharge pressures at
low lowrates. Although the pump has other advantages the main limitation is its inherent lack of
hydraulic eficiency, typically 35-50%. The challenge was to develop a CFD model to represent the
complex luid motion.
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THE REGENERATIVE PUMP
The pump uses an impeller with turbine-type blades mounted on the periphery running in an
annular channel surrounding the periphery of the wheel.
OUTLET
INLET
STRIPPER

igure 1: Regenerative Pump Schematic

igure 2: Regenerative Pump Fluid Regime

In the design, the impeller has radial teeth machined into the impeller periphery (igure 3) and
the luid passes through an open annular channel and circulates repeatedly through the impeller
vanes (igure 2).

igure 3: Regenerative Pump Impeller

igure 4: Regenerative Pump Vector proiles
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The regenerative pump is sometimes also referred to as a peripheral pump, turbulence pump,
friction pump, turbine pump, drag pump, side channel pump, traction pump or vortex pump.
The suction region is separated from the discharge region by a barrier on the casing known as
a Stripper (igure 1). The repeated luid circulation during the low process or ‘multistaging’
principally allows regenerative pumps to generate high heads at relatively low speciic speeds
(igure 5).
In spite of having operating characteristics that mimic a positive displacement pump, (power
directly proportional to head, with maximum power required at shutoff, and a steep head-capacity
curve), the regenerative pump is a kinetic pump (igures 5 & 19). That is kinetic energy is imparted
to the luid by the series of impulses given to the luid by the rotating impeller blades. The
regenerative pump will develop signiicantly higher heads than a centrifugal pump with comparable
impeller size.
The pumped luid is divided to both sides of the impeller and continuously circulated between
the blades and the annular channel (igure 2). These multiple increases in luid velocity are referred
to as regeneration and result in the pressure developing progressively higher as the pumped luid
approaches the discharge port (igure 6). The medium low in the casing channel is lower than the
circumferential low in the impeller. Thus a force exists between the luid in the channel and the
luid in the impeller which develops a rotating or circular motion when the lows unite (igure 12).

igure 5: Head coeficient v’s
low coeficient

igure 6: Regenerative Pump
Pressure Proile

The number of publications for the regenerative pump is small in comparison to other kimetic
pumps (e.g. axial or centrifugal pumps). Most of the theories presented, relied on assumptions not
based on detailed measurements or precise CFD modelling. The previous published theories rely
on experimental correction and take no spanwise account of low (one dimensional). This paper
presents reasonable correlation over a range of running conditions between the CFD models and
experimental testing, e.g. (igure 16), and simulates characteristics of the lowield only observed in
visualisation testing to date e.g., (igure 12).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The experimental rig, (igure 9), is a closed loop arrangement, where a reservoir tank stores and
ultimately receives the working luid, in this case water. The luid is drawn to the pump from the
tank via a low control valve. The luid lowrate is measured using a Hall Effect turbine lowmeter
situated downstream of the low control valve and upstream of the pump. The pump itself was
driven by a 3kW induction motor operating at a constant speed of 3000rpm. The motor housing
is coupled to a dynamometer containing a load cell to measure strain and hence indicate input
torque to be used in the pump eficiency calculations. The loadcell (using a Wheatstone bridge
arrangement) strain measurement has been calibrated against force and is converted to a reaction
torque. The luid lowrate is adjusted via a low control valve metering the low to allow a range of
measurements to be taken to develop a running characteristic. This enables a range of lows and the
corresponding pump inlet / outlet pressures and input torque values to be measured.
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The radial test impeller has 30 blades of width 12 mm and diameter 74.5mm. The pump is of
double suction shape designed with alignment of the blades to balance axial thrust (igure 3). In this
design the impeller has radial teeth or vanes machined into each side at its periphery.
The measurements are collected using a data acquisition unit and pump characteristic low,
head, power and eficiency coeficients can be calculated as expressed in equations (4), (5),(6)
and (7). Every independent measurement xi will have an associated uncertainty ξxi.
When measurements are combined the “stack-up” of uncertainties determines the inal
experimental uncertainty. To estimate the overall experimental uncertainty ξR, the root of the
sum of the squares is used, Kirkup (1994)

(

ξR = ± ∑ δ i ω
ξ xi
ω

)
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(1)

Where R the dependent variable of interest, i is the index representing the measured variable and
δ i is the sensitive coeficient of R with respect to Xi given as:
δR
(2)
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For a typical case of the regenerative pump, a 5% error was determined for the lowrate, a 0.6%
error for the head and 4.3% error in the power calculation. Applying equation (3) this equates to
a pump eficiency error of 6.6%. The random scatter was evaluated from repeatability tests and
sensitivity analyses. The systematic inaccuracy due to aggregate systematic errors in transducers
and changes in performance due to build-to-build differences are dificult to evaluate, woollatt et al.
(2005). To achieve this it is essential that the data acquisition system incorporates procedures which
evaluate the quality of the data as it is acquired. This allowed comparison of the actual data with
expected, and when necessary analysis of the raw measurements to verify accuracy (igure 7).

igure 7: Data Acquisition Layout

igure 8: NPSH vs. Flow Coeficient

In the rig arrangement, (igure 9), measures where taken to minimise effects which could reduce
the inlet pressure to the pump. Selection of optimal inlet line length, and bore were considered as
well as pump elevation and upstream discontinuities that affect inlet pressure. Regenerative pumps,
typically, require lower net positive suction heads than other kinetic pumps, e.g. centrifugal pumps,
Muller (2004). Indeed as shown in (igure 8) the lowest NPSH requirement for the pump is 0.25m.
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The very low NPSHR is typical of regenerative pumps, which, under similar conditions, would
require a typical volute pump to have an additional 6–8 times NPSH requirement. The regenerative
pump can handle luids with 20% entrained gases. Under the same conditions a centrifugal pump
would experience cavitation, Muller (2004)

Figure 9: Regenerative Pump Rig Schematic

CFD MODELLING
Fluent Best Practices for Rotating Machinery (2006), recommends that for complex
turbomachinery geometry, a non-conformal hybrid hexahedral / tetrahedral mesh is appropriate
where the rotation of the rotor is treated as a steady-state in a multiple reference frame model
(MRF) . In the case of the regenerative pump separate meshes were generated for the rotating
impeller, (igure 11) and the stationary casing, (igure 10). The pump low was then solved in local
rotating reference frames where luxes are locally transformed from one frame to another at the
pump zone interfaces.

igure 10: Casing Fluid Region Tet Mesh

igure 11: Impeller Fluid Region Hex Mesh

For the regenerative pump application a pressure-based solver was chosen as the current
analysis only considers incompressible low. The velocity formulation selected was to use
Absolute Velocity Formulation (AVF) as the luid inlow comes from a stationary domain.
In this case absolute total pressure was measured during the regenerative pump testing. The
MRF model is appropriate for incompressible lows as the lowield responds instantly to changes
in rotor position. A different approach would be required, to consider compressibility of the luid
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e.g. in regenerative blowers, Hollenberg et al. (1979), Sixsmith et al (1977), but for the current
analysis where the luid is treated as incompressible then use of MRF at multiple ixed rotor
positions is a suitable and a recommended approach, e.g. Fluent guidelines (2006), FLUENT
application briefs (2001) and (2005).
For modeling turbulence, realizable k - ε was chosen, Spalart (2000) and Shih et al. (1995), for
the regenerative pump as it is suitable for complex shear lows involving rapid strain, swirl, vortices
and locally transitional lows (boundary layer separation and vortex shedding). Unlike many pump
cases the clearances are very small between the impeller and the casing in the regenerative pump
stripper region. In considering the above there is a balance to achieve good convergence, satisfying
the performance matching and in modeling turbulence the mesh should be made either coarse or
ine enough to prevent the wall-adjacent cells from being placed in the buffer layer (y+ = 5 - 30).
Using excessive stretching in the direction normal to the wall was avoided. It is important to have at
least a few cells inside the boundary layer and for the pump this was kept to a minimum of 5 cells.
For the wall functions, each wall-adjacent cell’s centroid should be located within the log-law layer,
30 < y+ < 300. A y+ value close to the lower bound (y+ ~ 30) was sought. When using adaption this
can result in large cell size changes which was to be avoided. In Fluent application briefs EX 143
(2001), EX 164 (2001) and EX 232 (2005) water pump MRF simulations made use of tetrahedral
and hybrid meshes of between 1 million cells to 2.4 million cells.
It is essential to minimize cell skewness and aspect ratio. Skewness was kept below 0.9 and
aspect ratios of greater than 5:1 was avoided. Initially the model was a complete Tet mesh (impeller
and casing) which resulted in a 753,000 cell model; however the impeller was decomposed to
prevent numerical error (false diffusion) across the lowield and for greater post-processing
control (impeller surfaces plots). The grids were adapted until there was only small differences in
(< 1% change) parameters. Four adapted grid sizes where assessed, 400,000; 800,000; 1.6 million
and 2.4 million cells. Grid independence was established at around 1.9 million cells. The results
where comparable in accuracy with those published by FLUENT (2001) and (2005). There was
no signiicant change in the solution at around 1.9million cells, and as grid independence is of
importance, quality of the mesh (particularly in the buffer region) and performance results are
also important.
RESULTS

igure 12: Regenerative Pump
Helical Pathlines Plot

igure 13: Regenerative Pump
Helicity Contours

Most of the published data until now suffers from two fundamental problems which limit their
use as a design tool. The irst is a reliance on empirically derived loss factors which are not directly
related to design parameters and the second defect is that they are an essentially one dimensional
tool and take no account of spanwise variation. Therefore no indication of how the design might be
modiied to reduce the losses is indicated or methods given to evaluate designs which signiicantly
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differ from the geometry on which the models are based. Until this point the best interpretation of
the lowield came from low visualisation work for regenerative pumps as described by Engels
(1940), Bartels (1947), Lazo et al. (1953), Lutz (1953) and Wilson et al. (1955). Their work
indicates a helical lowield observed within the pump which can’t be explained in the work from
Senoo (1948), Pleiderer (1961), Iverson (1955), Crewdson (1955). The modelling presented in this
paper takes account of this characteristic lowield (igures 12, 13) and extends the understanding
with further information, (igure 14). The pathlines plot illustrates the spiral low patterns and
leakage lows across the stripper (igure 12). This is extended with a plot of the helicity contours
across the impeller / casing low area (igure 13). This illustrates how the low in the side channel
unites with the circumferential low in the impeller forcing the helical low pattern (igures 12,
13). It is not only in the ability of CFD to represent the lowield within the pump but the ability to
reasonably match the overall experimental test performance that deines the merits of this approach,
e.g. (igure 19). Experiments conducted by Lazo et al. (1953) and Lutz (1953), used small thread
probes at different points in the annular low passage of the pump to determine the direction of
the low velocity. They were able to corroborate the helical streamlines when plotting the results.
Engels (1940) demonstrated that with decreasing lowrate, pump circulation is considerably
increased reaching a maximum as the low from the pump is reduced. In the current study (igure
18) plots this effect and is further conirmation of the reasonable approach in the numerical and
experimental analysis of the current work. Previous work, e.g. Pleiderer (1961), that does not
describe the helical low nature instead conclude a constant circulation rate with reducing the
lowrate. These theories conclude that the circulation is only dependant on the resistance of the low
in the side channel and the impeller and is independent of the pressure in the working channel. The
current study can discount this, as demonstrated in (igure 14). Local pressure variations across each
stage rise of the pump are demonstrated in a static pressure plot of the CFD model. This disproves
the understanding of the typical straight linear representation of pressure distribution presented, e.g.
Wilson (1955), Badami (1997), Song et al. (2003), Engeda (2003) and Raheal et al. (2005), (igure
15). The veracity of the current matching approach presented in the current paper captures not only
the overall pump performance but in doing so relates local pressure variations in the lowield in a
more precise manner to the observed helical contour.

igure 14: Local pressure variations from
inlet port to outlet port

igure 15: Typical presented pressure
distribution of regenerative pump
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igure 16: Pump eficiency v’s
low coeficiency

igure 17: Vector alignment plot inlet port

Figure 5 indicates the CFD and experimental head vs. low coeficients are in good agreement.
The slope follows the established characteristics of a regenerative pump. The dimensionless plots
are used to illustrate the regenerative pump is a hydrodynamic unit obeying the same similitude
laws as centrifugal and axial pumps, turbines and compressors. In conventional dimensionless
terms:
gH
ω 2 D2

Ψ=

(4)

Q
φ
Ψ=
2

(5)

Q∆p
P

(6)

ωD

η=

IP =

P
ρω 3 D 5

(7)

In Fluent application briefs EX 143 (2001), EX 164 (2001) and EX 232 (2005) water pump
MRF simulations made use of tetrahedral and hybrid meshes of between 1 million cells to 2.4
million cells. The steady-state MRF model is used to simulate the rotation of the moving parts.
In the current study the experimental results and the CFD predictions are within a 3 % indicating
that the meshing strategy was reasonable, Woollatt et al. (2005). The examples referenced above
Ex143(2001) Ex 164 (2001) at best achieved a 7% matching marging. Typical experimental spread
even in calibrated data was found to be around 6% indicating a reasonable matching procedure
presented in the current paper.
The CFD prediction to the experimental test is being used to optimise the current pump design.
The indings of this study will be published in a forthcoming paper; however geometric features
affecting the pump performance are being modiied such as the impeller blade angle, proile, and
scale against low pattern and intensity (igures 4 & 17).
The study has been extended to consider ten modiied impeller blade proiles. The initial
matching results for the baseline arrangement (radial impeller) presented in this paper, was used to
assess low alignment, low direction and performance distribution. Modiied blade proiles where
then manufactured for assessment based on aligning the low and trying to reduce losses. Most
authors have concluded that substantial eficiency and performance improvement would be attained
with better understanding of the lowield in the regenerative pump. In the baseline results presented
in the current paper one of the optimised blade proiles is indicated in the results e.g. (igure 16)
for illustrative purposes. The study that extends to the optimised blades will be presented in a
forthcoming paper.
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At this stage however it is possible to comment that it has been possible to achieve performance
improvement as indicated in, e.g. (igure 16), the performance plot.
Whilst the current work indicates a reasonable concurance with experimental data it is important
to comment on the possible sources of error. In matching there is often some simpliication of
geometry, or the mesh may be left relatively coarse in the tip region, and other smaller features such
as illets may not be fully represented. The simpliication of the true geometry, due to dificulties in
obtaining grids, or restrictions on the numbers of nodes which may be used due to the limitations in
processing power, leads to unquantiiable errors. These errors could become signiicant relative to
the performance increments now being sought.
There is a trade off to ensure mesh quality, near wall modelling, and the computational cost
of the mesh. MRF may be dificult to solve because of large low gradients resulting from the
rotation of the luid domain. MRF grid interfaces introduce some error due to the nature of the
MRF approximation (i.e. local transfer of low properties across the interface with no account for
grid motion). Steady-state simulation changes in relative position between stationary and rotating
meshes (e.g., interaction and interference) are not accounted for in the MRF model. It is not
accurate if recirculation exists at the interfaces. This is known to under-predict the low rate
(1-3%) due to losses, FLUENT (2006).
Accuracy and repeatability are major and inescapable issues in testing and have been considered
in the experimental section of this paper. Pump eficiency error for the indicated case can be of
the order of 6.6%. Whilst accuracy is an issue in CFD repeatability should not be, given the same
solution starting conditions. The mesh deinition and quality (clustering, orthogonallity, cell aspect
ratio, etc.) have a considerable inluence on accuracy; with highly skewed cells in particular have a
large impact Hirsch (1994).

igure 18: Circulations v’s Flow coeficient

igure 19: Power coeficient v’s
Flow coeficient

CONCLUSIONS
There are a number of conclusions which may be drawn with regard to effectively matching
the regenerative pump CFD model with the experimental data. CFD results produced a reasonable
representation of the low in a regenerative pump and are being utilised to focus investigation
for unit performance improvement (igures 4, 6, 13, 17). As the capabilities of CFD continue
to develop, it is to be expected that the uncertainties associated with CFD prediction should
also reduce. At the very least it is to be expected that there will be a continuing growth in
processing power for the foreseeable future, which will reduce and perhaps remove the geometric
simpliications which have to currently be made. There is a need for signiicant developments in
instrumentation technology and novel approaches which enable detailed data to be acquired over
large regions at higher accuracy, (particularly for low in the current study), but at a reasonable cost.
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This work has been useful to not only benchmark current regenerative pump design, but gives
conidence in the ability of CFD optimisation for the design to increase the performance of the
pump in the future. The ability of the CFD to establish a reasonably good representation of the
pump under steady state incompressible conditions is the starting point to investigate the design
modiications that are making the pump more eficient. The indings of this optimisation work will
be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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